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ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF SET-VALUED FUNCTIONS

Using a refined Baire classification of multifunctions 
(I.e. closed set-valued functions), we present here some new 
results on multifunctions which are similar in spirit to some 
of the wellknown theorems on functions due to Baire, Lebesgue, 
Hausdorff, Hahn and Banach. These results were developed in 
connection with a new notion of derivative [3] which is set- 
-valued.

1. Introduction 
Given any topological space (Y, U.) , let P(Y) denote the 
space of all closed subsets of Y. Define, for each U fc. Ц, ,

U„= {Ft P (Y) : F с UJ and U' = {F £ P (Y) : Frt U / 0}. 
We shall use the Vietoris topology on the space p(Y) which 
is generated by the family {u* : VC. U_̂ i/{U * : U c=. U-\.

Given any other topological space X, let (X,Y) denote 
the space of all multifunctions I X  — » P(Y). We shall 
assume throughout that X is a perfect space, viz. every 
open set in X is an F^-set. Let M* (X,Y) and M k (X,Y) 
denote, further, the spaces of multifuctions in IM (X,Y) 
whose values are nonempty or compact respectively. When Y 
is a topological vector space, we use similarly fyc (X,Y) 
to denote the space of oonvex-valued multifunctions in 
M CX,Y> . We set, further, M k c (X, Y)= H  (X,Y ) П (X, Y) , 
ftf '(X,Y)=I4*CX,Y) ft|^(XfY),eto.

Next, given any oountable ordinal number ОС , a multi
function t M  fX,Y) will be said to be of Baire class of"* if 
for each open set G in P (Y) the set 1(G) is of additive 
class in X. Let be said, further, to be of lower or
upper Baire class aC if for each open set U in Y the
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• et lf” 1(U *) or respectively le of additive class
of in X.

Ve shall use B^ to denote the Baire class of and L B ^  
and U B of to denote the lover and upper Baire classes oC 
respectively. Thus LBq and UBQ are the well-known classes 
of lower and upper semicontinuous multifunctione respectively, 
or briefly LSC and USC multifunctions respectively, and Bq 
is Ainply the class of continuous multifunctions (see e.g.[5 ,
P. 173]).

The classes LB ̂  and UB^have been considered by Kuratow- 
ski in one of his recent papers [б] , under a different notat
ion, where many of the known results on LSC and USC multi- 
functions have been extended to the general classes LB ̂  and 
UB cxT . The results presented here are however new even for 
oC= 0.

Given any pair of multifunctions If* , ^  ćfi(X,Y) , we say 
у  provided (x ) C V /Ьс) for each x £ X. The multi functions 

^  y ̂  and Cf n \y are defined in turn by

(<f uvk*> = 4’ с*) u vć*> .(m’avh*)^ n y c*). * £  X.
Next, a sequence of multifunctions (-Cfn ) in (X,Y) will 

be said to converge to a multifunction £. N( £x,Y) if the 
sequence f a n c o n v e r g e n c e s  to 'Jp (_x) in the Vietoris topology 
of p (Y) for each x e.X. Further, ^ćfn^ ^e celled non-
-decreasing or nonincreasing if Ĉ. Ч’n+1 or ^ n 
respectively for each n. The multifunctions U n-1 and
^n-1 Ч п  аГв turn by ^  ^

С U  <fn)(*) = {  и <1п«Г *( ^ rfnKx)= Пn=1 n=1 n=1 n - 1
Finally, if there exists a finite set of functions 

tt : X Y Ci = 1,2,...,n) such that = у  ft. then will
be called an elementary multifunction and { f^: i = 1,2,...,n} 
will he called the elements of .

Ve state here further a few elementary results on multi
functions. These results have been obtained in [б] in the case 
when Y is a compact metric space. Unless stated otherwise, 
we shall always assume oC to be an arbitrary countable ordinal
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number.
It is clear from the definitions that a multifunction 
BQ iff Cf £  LBq 0 UBQ . For sf>0 кв have, on the other 

hand,
1.1 THEOREM. If y £ M k ÔC,Y> and Y is second countable, 
then (f ć B y  iff Cf 6 L B ^ n U B ^  .

As regards the mutual relationship between the lower and 
upper Baire niasses, we have
1.2 THEOREM. Suppose Lf£.^(X,Y) where Y is a perfect space.

(a) If CfĆUB^ , then d( e  LB<+1 .
(b) If Cf is compact-valued and in LB ̂  , and if Y is

further normal, then (P £■ UB. . .’ ‘ cC + 1
Thus if У  £. ft k (x»Y.) » where Y is a second countable

perfect space, and if either ^i) UB^ or (it) Y t® normal
and if €. LB ̂  , then fc B̂ _+1 .
1.3 THEOREM. If two multifunctions (f, y  él(X,Y) are both in 
LB^ or in UB ̂  , then so is if j y .

Hence if all the elements of some elementary multifunct
ion Cj? €. /Ц (X,Y) are in B^. , it follows from Theorems 1.1 
and 1.3 that Cf €. В provided Y is second countable, and
this holds for vC = 0 without any hypothesis on Y,

To avoid further definitions, most of the results are 
presented here under the hypothesis of separability on Y. In 
the forthcoming paper we develop, however, a theory which 
applies to nonseparable Y as well. An application of this 
theory yields extension of many results on the Baire clas
sification of functions to functions with a nonseparable range. 
It yields also new results on the lower and upper Baire 
classes of real-valued functions which are defined similar to 
the Baire^s definitions [l] of lower and upper semicontinuous 
functions.
2. Characterizations of LB^ and UB ̂
We present here characterizations of multifunctions in LB^ 
and UB^ terms of limits of monotone sequences of multi-
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function« in . These results are similar to the Baire 'a
characterizations of lower and upper aemicontlnuous real--valued 
functions £see [1J or [*», p. 28^)# There is however no duality 
between the classes LB^ and UB ̂ , and hence their characteri
zations are independent of each other.

Let us state first a general result on the Baire class of 
limits of monotone sequences of multifunctions.
2.1. THEOREM. Let С(fn ) be a sequence of multifunctions in 
(X,Y) and suppose Y is T^ .

(a) If nondecreaaing and €■ LB^ for each n,
then converges to ^ n_1 n which is in LB ^  .

(b) If is nonincreasing and ^  n i* compact-valued
and in UB^  for each n, then converges to f) n_̂  Y n
which is in UBÄ .
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose Y is a separable metric space,
tf £|4*(X,Y) is complete-valued and that o<'>0. Then 6 LB^ 
iff it is the limit of a nondecreasing sequence of elementary 
multifunction« £(f n } whose elements are in B ^ .

The above theorem is easily seen to contain the selection theorem 
of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski . It does not hold in
general for ЛГ= О. But we do have in that case the following 
theorem on convex-valued multifunctions which in turn contains 
two selection theorems of Michael ("9j .
2.3. THEOREM. Suppose Y is a metrizable locally convex space,

* (x,Y) and that one of the following two conditions holds:
Ci) X is normal, Y is separable and Ц> is complete

valued
(ii) X la collectionwiee normal and </ ia compact valued 
Then is LSC iff it is the limit of a nondecreasing

Sequence of elementary multifunctions whose elements are
oontinuotis.

For the multifunctions in UB ^  we have similarly the 
following characterizations which hold for or > 0 and or= 0.
2.1*. THEOREM. Suppose Y is a locally compact separable 
metric space, Cft^k CX,Y) and that or > 0. Then Ц  6 UB^ iff 
it is the limit of a nonincreasing sequenoe of compact-valued
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which generalizes the existing results in that direction (.see 
e.g. [5, p. 391J and Banach [23) .

Next, we obtain with the help of the above theorems an 
extension of the classical Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem |̂ 5, p. 393] 
to multifunctions. The analytio classes of multifunctions are 
defined as usual using transfinite induction. The analytic 
class О consists of all continuous multifunctions and, for 
each countable ordinal > О, the analytic class or is 
defined to be the class of all pointwise limits of sequences 
of multifunctions of analytic classes lower than оС .
3.*ł. THEOREM. Suppose Łf 4 M ̂ (X, Y) , where X is normal and Y 
is a separable metrizable absolute retract. Then is in
analytic class 0e iff it is in В ^  or В ̂ according as
ot is finite or infinite.

The same holds for a function f : X —^ Y in terms of its 
analytic class as a function.

The last part of the above theorem generalizes all the
existing versions of the Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem due to 
Lebesgue Гв1 , Hausdorff LU3 , Kuratowski [5 P. 393] and 
Banach [2] .
U. Interposition theorems
He present here two interposition theorems on multifunctions 
which are similar to the interposition theorem of Hahn on 
real-valued functions (.see П* , p. 281J).
1*. 1. THEOREM. Suppose Cf ,VćM(X,Y), where Y is a separable 
metric space, Ц  is compact-valued and V  is complete-valued, 
and let oC > 0. If Cf £■ UB^ , V  LB^ and Cf fc vy f then there 
exists a multifunction ©• &. Вл such that cj> c. О с, у .

The above theorem does not hold in general for ^  = O. • 
But we do have in that case the following theorem on eonvex- 
-valued multufunctions. The weak continuity refers here to the 
continuity relative to the Vietoris topology generated by the 
weak topology of Y,
Î4.2. THEOREM. Suppose X is normal, Y is a separable 
reflexive normed vector space, Cf,V (X,Yj and that one of
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multifunctions t̂ fn i •
2.5. THEOREM. Suppose X is normal, У is a separable normed 
vector space, if 6 И ̂  c (X,Y) and that there exists a continuous 
multifunction f 1° M k c Cx »Y) such that i f  с, V  • Then i f is 
USC iff it is the limit of a nonincreasing sequence of 
continuous multifunctions [ifn $ 1n M k •
3. Representation of multifunctions in B^ as limits of 
elementary multifunctions in lower Baire classes. Let us state 
first a general result on the Baire class of limits of sequences 
of multifunctions
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose Y is perfectly normal and let [<fn  ̂
be a sequence of multifunctions in IM (.X,Y) which converges 
to if .

(a) If k. UB for each n, then if ć. LB . . .
i l  ' n ’ 1 a + 1
(b) If If is compact-valued and (f ć. UB^ f°r each n,

then if 6 UB . .' ot+1
(c) If if is compact-valued, Y is second countable and
t В for each n, then if С В:

n Л 1 Л + 1

The following theorem extends a well-known theorem on 
functions [5» P. 39f>3 to multifunctions and it is easy to see 
that the result on functions is oontained in this theorem.
3.2. THEOREM. Suppose Y is separable and metrizable,

’ftH *(X,Y) and that oC >  1 . If i f  С  В , then i f is the
limit of a sequence of elementary raultifuctions whose
Elements are in Baire classes lower than “C* .

Moreover, if 0 T = X  + 1 where is a limit ordinal, then 
the elements of each (f n can be chosen to be in Baire classes 
lower than A .

In the case when oC = 1 we have, on the other hand,
3.3. THEOREM. Suppose 1ft|Hk (X,Y) , where X is normal and
1 is a separable metrizable absolute retract С for metrizable
• Paces). Then Cf £. iff it is the limit of a sequence of
• lernentary multifucntions [̂ fn \ whose elements are continuous.

The above theorem contains a similar result on functions
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following conditions holds:
(i) is compact-valued and V  is nonempty-valued,
(ii) has nonempty weakly compact values and the 

dual space Y* is separable.
If ^ t USC, V  is LSC and c. У , then there exists a

weakly continuous multifunction (>4M c (X,Y) with weakly
compact values such that yc.e^Y .
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